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Abstract

An algorithm is described which finds a set of fly-
able, conflict-free trajectories for an aircraft which
must fly through an environment containing obstac
aircraft whose trajectories are known. The algorith
makes systematic use of a manoeuvre generator an
conflict detector. The manoeuvre generator may em
body a variety of aircraft behaviour models which
might, for example, take into account standard turn b
haviour and wind predictions. The conflict detecto
may embody a variety of definitions of what makes
trajectory unacceptable, and might, for example, ta
into account growing uncertainty in the future pos
tions of aircraft. Correctness of solution trajectories
readily demonstrable. The algorithm may be used
construct trajectories which consist of sequences
manoeuvres of a single type, for example, turns on
climbs and descents only or speed changes only, or
quences of manoeuvres of different types. It may b
used for prioritized planning of the motion of a numbe
of aircraft. Results obtained from use of the algorithm
in a series of simulations are summarised. The alg
rithm might also be used in operational application
(ground or air-based) should conflict resolution assis
ance be required or to solve motion-planning problem
in domains other than air traffic control.

1. Intr oduction

1.1 Problem Statement

In the context of air traffic control the term ‘con-
flict’ denotes a loss of required separation between a
craft. For example, in current practice aircraft flying
en-route must always be separated horizontally by
least five nautical miles or vertically by at least 100
or 2000 feet, depending upon their altitude. Potent
conflicts may be detected on the basis of trajectory pr
dictions. In operational systems an air traffic controlle
knows the flight plans of the aircraft in his sector an
sees their current positions and velocities on a rad
screen allowing him to perform such trajectory predic
tion and conflict detection. In simulations these func

Copyright © 1998 by the American Institute of Aero
nautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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tions may be performed automatically.
To ensure that potential conflicts are avoided, i

operational systems or in simulations, the trajectori
of one or more aircraft must be replanned. When th
replanning is triggered by the detection of potentia
conflicts it is termed ‘conflict resolution’. Trajectories
may also be replanned in other circumstances, for e
ample, to give more direct routes to aircraft. A new tra
jectory assigned to an aircraft should be conflict-fre
within some time-frame. Furthermore, it must be ‘fly
able’ by the aircraft, which is constrained by its own
dynamic capabilities.

The primary problem addressed in this paper is th
of finding flyable, conflict-free trajectories for a single
aircraft (termed the manoeuvred aircraft) which mu
fly during some time-interval through an environmen
containing obstacle aircraft whose trajectories a
known. The problem is complicated by aircraft dy
namics, wind and uncertainty in the predicted pos
tions of aircraft.

This is an ‘individual’ motion planning problem:
the motion of one object is planned in the presence
other moving objects. In ‘global’ motion planning the
motion of many objects is planned. ‘Prioritized
planning1 transforms the global planning problem into
a sequence of individual planning problems by defin
ing an order of priority and applying an individua
planning technique one object at a time. Given a suit
ble order of priority, the solution proposed here may b
used for prioritized planning.

It is expected that the algorithm will find applica-
tions in free-flight and free-route simulations but coul
also have operational applications (ground-based
airborne) if, due to time or workload pressures, con
flict-resolution assistance is required. The result of th
resolution process is, in general, not one trajectory, b
a set of trajectories. In an automated simulation a so
tion trajectory can be chosen from this set in accor
ance with optimisation criteria. If the algorithm were
being used to provide resolution assistance, a us
would simply select his or her preferred solution. Th
algorithm may also have applications outside of a
traffic control.

1.2 Background

The ARC project2 investigated the feasibility of
automatic conflict resolution in dense airspaces. Th

-
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ARC resolution algorithms were based on the conce
of forbidden area: a forbidden area is a region whic
could be reached by a subject aircraft, known as t
manoeuvred aircraft, were it to perform any manoe
vre within a range of manoeuvres of a particular kin
(e.g.heading change, speed change, climb or desce
which would bring it into conflict with one of the ob-
stacle aircraft in its environment. For example, a m
noeuvred aircraft might come into conflict with an
obstacle aircraft were it to perform a turn to any of
range of headings, see Fig. 1.

The position and shape of a forbidden area depe
upon the kind of manoeuvre which is being consid
ered, the trajectory of the obstacle aircraft, the defin
tion of conflict (or separation standard) which is bein
applied and the point and time at which the manoeuv
begins. Assuming a fixed separation standard, an o
stacle aircraft flying in a straight line and at the sam
height as the manoeuvred aircraft gives rise to a forb
den area which is roughly elliptical. However, thes
forbidden areas may have surprising, concave sha
due to turns of the obstacle aircraft and they may beg
and end abruptly due to vertical movements.* Trajec-
tories for the manoeuvred aircraft consisting of ma
noeuvres which do not cross forbidden areas a
necessarily conflict-free.

The approach to lateral conflict resolution (resolu
tion by heading-changes) taken in ARC included th
following steps:

Fig. 1: A Forbidden Area

* The trajectory of an obstacle aircraft can also giv
rise to more than one forbidden area. This may ev
occur for an obstacle aircraft flying along a straigh
line within a certain range of angles of approach, pr
vided its speed is greater than that of the manoeuvr
aircraft.

The manoeuvred aircraft will enter into
conflict with the obstacle aircraft if it
turns to any heading within this range.

An
obstacle
aircraft

The forbidden
area due to the ob-
stacle aircraft

The trajectory of the
obstacle aircraft

The
manoeuvred
aircraft

On a given heading, the manoeu-
vred aircraft will enter into con-
flict with the obstacle aircraft
during a time-interval.
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1. Identify all forbidden areas (within a range of
turn angles)

2. Find (polygonal) approximations which
enclose the real forbidden areas.

3. Identify free-space surrounding the forbidden
areas. (This is equivalent to detecting and co
solidating overlapping areas).

4. Find trajectories which lie entirely within
free-spacei.e. which do not cross forbidden
areas.

Given simplified assumptions about aircraft behav
iour (e.g. they fly at constant speeds, turn instantan
ously, there is no wind) and applying a simple
separation standard (e.g. a conflict occurs when the
distance between two aircraft is less than a fixed di
tance) these steps can be implemented. However,
more realistic assumptions are taken into accou
(such as turn behaviour and wind predictions) they b
come increasingly difficult to implement correctly. Fi-
nally, this approach breaks down if the separatio
standard depends upon how the manoeuvred aircr
approaches an obstacle aircraft (e.g. to take into ac-
count differences in across- and along-track uncerta
ty or the growth of uncertainty with time) since the
approximation of forbidden areas can no longer be se
arated from consideration of trajectories of the ma
noeuvred aircraft.3

Silbert4,5 describes a motion planning algorithm
named the Event Step Algorithm, which can be used
find paths avoiding polygons which may be static o
moving. This algorithm has two levels of recursion,
lower level which finds possible next ‘steps’ from a
starting point and an upper level which constructs
tree of steps. Turning points on solution trajectories fo
the manoeuvred vehicle are vertices of the (obstac
polygons. For the static two-dimensional case this a
gorithm will find the shortest path. In the dynamic cas
it is assumed that obstacles move with constant spe
and direction. It is stated that in this case the proble
of finding the optimal path is NP hard. A particularly
attractive feature of this algorithm is the way in which
it builds a self-consistent set of pertinent obstacles a
avoiding trajectories, without having to identify all of
the obstacles in the environment with which the ma
noeuvred vehicle could enter into conflict.

A survey of conflict detection and resolution mod
elling methods is presented by Kuchar and Yang6.

1.3 Present Contribution

The algorithm presented here is structurally simila
to the Event Step algorithm described by Silbert4,5,
there being two levels of recursion, one which ident
fies possible next manoeuvres from a turning point an
another which pieces these manoeuvres into trajec
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ries. However, obstacles are not modelled as polygo
and turning points on solution trajectories are not pr
defined points (vertices) on the perimeters of obst
cles. Instead turning points (or more general
trajectory change points) are chosen to lie on manoe
vres which are, to a close approximation, tangent
forbidden areas. Each manoeuvre (and turning poi
corresponds to the ‘visible’ extremity of a forbidden
area. These manoeuvres are found by a process wh
resembles ray-tracing. This approach caters straig
forwardly for obstacle aircraft which change direction
Even in the case of obstacles which do not change
rection the resulting solution trajectories may be sho
er and may have fewer turns than would be the case
the turning points were predefined points on the perim
eters of obstacles. Although the idea of forbidden ar
is essential to understanding the algorithm, no attem
is made to locate forbidden areas, to find approxim
tions which enclose them, or to identify the free-spac
which surrounds them. In this way the difficulties en
countered with these steps in the ARC algorithm a
avoided.

No particular aircraft behaviour model is assume
Rather this is hidden from the algorithm in a restricte
form of trajectory predictor, termed a ‘manoeuvre gen
erator’. This allows a high degree of flexibility in the
modelling of aircraft behaviour. The manoeuvre gen
erator might, for example, take into account aircra
performance, standard turns and wind predictions. D
pending upon the realism of the manoeuvre generat
the resolution algorithm can generate trajectorie
which are ‘flyable’.

The precise position and shape of a forbidden ar
depend upon an arbitrary definition of conflict which
is hidden from the resolution algorithm within a con
flict detector. Once again this allows a high degree
flexibility in the definition of conflict employed. The
main purpose of the conflict detector is to take into a
count uncertainty in the future positions of aircraf
The definition of conflict may depend upon how th
manoeuvred aircraft approaches an obstacle aircr
For example, a fairly realistic conflict detector migh
assume that the track of each aircraft is known qui
accurately, but that the main error is in the predicte
time-of-arrival at any point on the track (the along
track error) and that this error grows with time. Anoth
er possibility would be for the conflict detector to de
clare a conflict when the probability of separation los
is found to exceed a threshold. This threshold might
self be time-dependent, for example, having a val
close to zero during an initial ‘guaranteed period’, bu
then increasing with time. (An approach to conflic
probability estimation is described by Paielli an
Erzberger7 ).

Trajectory predictors and conflict detectors ar
both components which are well known in air traffic
management research.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, all solutio
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trajectories are necessarily correct, where ‘correc
ness’ is taken to be judged by the given conflict-dete
tor. As will become apparent from the algorithm
description, this is a consequence of the way in whic
the resolution algorithm makes systematic use of t
conflict-detector in order to find solution trajectories

The algorithm may be used to find solution trajec
tories in which successive manoeuvres are all of t
same kind. In lateral-only resolution the solution tra
jectories consist of sequences of turns. (It should
pointed out that the manoeuvred aircraft and the obs
cle aircraft may, at the same time, be moving vertica
ly). In vertical-only resolution solution trajectories
consist of sequences of height changes and in spe
only resolution they consist of sequences of spe
changes. The algorithm may also be used for mixe
manoeuvre resolution in which case a solution traje
tory may contain turns, height changes and spe
changes. It can also be extended to find trajectori
which avoid restricted areas in addition to obstacle a
craft.

The algorithm was developed during the course
a project called GEARS (Generic En-route Algorith
mic Resolution Service) and consequently it has b
come known as the GEARS algorithm.

2. Algorithm Description

2.1 Overview

Lateral-only resolution is first described in detail.
From a given starting point and time the algorithm

finds a set of conflict-free avoiding manoeuvres whic
would allow the manoeuvred aircraft to avoid thos
forbidden areas which are visible from the startin
point. The avoiding manoeuvres are found by modify
ing a preferred manoeuvre in a process which rese
bles ray-tracing, where each ‘ray’ is a manoeuvre. Th
avoiding manoeuvres correspond to branches in a t
with the starting point at the root. The end-point o
each avoiding manoeuvre is then considered as a n
starting point and the process is repeated, so extend
the tree. A solution trajectory is a sequence of manoe
vres in the tree from the root to a leaf.

Fig. 2: Separation of Concerns

Resolution
Algorithm

Manoeuvre
Generator

Conflict
Detector

new heading, manoeuvre,manoeuvre conflicts
time interval,

current trajectory,

...
...

behaviour model

wind model

separation standards

uncertainty model

Separation of Resolution Algorithm from Manoeuvre Generator
and Conflict Detector
e 3
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Avoiding manoeuvres can also be generated in t
same way but by modifying the vertical profile of the
preferred manoeuvre or by modifying its speed profil

Successive manoeuvres in a solution trajecto
may all be obtained by making the same type of mo
ification to preferred manoeuvres. This is termed si
gle manoeuvre type resolution, e.g. lateral-onl
vertical-only or speed-only resolution. Alternatively
successive manoeuvres in solution trajectories may
obtained by making different types of modification
This is termed mixed manoeuvre resolution.

Forbidden areas are often shown in the diagram
which follow. However, it is important to note that
these are shown solely in order to facilitate understan
ing of the underlying problem: the algorithm does no
locate these areas nor approximate their boundarie

2.2 The Preferred Manoeuvre

From a starting point, the first step in the algorithm
is to determine the manoeuvre which the manoeuvr
aircraft would prefer to follow during the resolution
time-interval in the absence of obstacle aircraft. If th
aircraft is already heading towards its destination th
preferred manoeuvre will typically be to continue o
that heading otherwise the preferred manoeuvre w
typically be to turn towards the destination and the
continue on that heading until the end of the resolutio
interval is reached. Considering the vertical profile, th
preferred manoeuvre will involve a climb or descent t
(or towards) the preferred altitude, if the manoeuvre
aircraft is not already at that altitude.

The next step is to perform a conflict check (a ‘
against n’ check) for the preferred manoeuvre cons
ering all obstacle aircraft in the environment of the ma
noeuvred aircraft. If the preferred manoeuvre
conflict-free then a solution trajectory has been foun
This is the simplest case. In general, however, we e
pect a number of conflicts to be detected. (These co
flicts can be considered to be the intersections of t
preferred manoeuvre with forbidden areas due to o
stacle aircraft, see Fig. 3).

When conflicts are found on the preferred manoe
vre, the next step will be to find a set of conflict-free

Fig. 3: Conflicts on the Preferred Manoeuvre

The conflicts

The preferred manoeuvre

Forbidden areas

1

2

3

The manoeuvred aircraft

The earliest
conflict
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avoiding manoeuvres. However, before explainin
how this is done it is helpful to introduce the idea o
‘candidate manoeuvres’ and to describe how these
found.

2.3 Candidate Manoeuvres

A ‘candidate manoeuvre’ is a manoeuvre from th
starting point which is, to a close approximation, tan
gent to a forbidden area and which is conflict-free wit
respect to the obstacle aircraft which gives rise to t
area. In other words, a candidate manoeuvre is o
which would allow the manoeuvred aircraft to avoid
given obstacle aircraft, but which may not be conflic
free when other obstacle aircraft are considered.

The next section describes how to find such cand
date manoeuvres starting from an initial manoeuv
which would bring the manoeuvred aircraft into con
flict with an obstacle aircraft. To begin with, this initial
manoeuvre can be thought of as being the preferr
manoeuvre from the starting-point. However, it will b
seen later in the description that candidate manoeuv
may also be found from initial manoeuvres other tha
the preferred manoeuvre.

2.4 Searching for a Candidate Manoeuvre

Suppose a conflict with an obstacle aircraft wa
found on an initial manoeuvre. The most straightfo
ward way of finding a candidate manoeuvre is to tak
successive steps in heading to one side of the init
manoeuvre. For each heading, a manoeuvre is gene
ed and this is checked for conflict with the first obsta
cle aircraft (a ‘1 against 1’ conflict check). This
process is repeated until a manoeuvre is found whi
does not conflict with the obstacle aircraft (see Fig. 5

Apart from the simplicity of this method, it has the
advantage that it allows one to build up a picture of th
forbidden area, which is useful for visualising the be
haviour of the algorithm, or for communicating to a
human user which obstacle aircraft a solution traject
ry avoids and how it avoids them.

A slightly more refined method would be to take
coarse heading steps to find a conflict-free manoeuv
followed by a binary search to find a candidate ma

Fig. 4: Candidate Manoeuvres

The left-hand
candidate manoeuvre

The right-hand
candidate manoeuvre

An initial manoeuvre
e 4
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noeuvre which is as close to the tangent manoeuvre
required. Other search strategies and optimisations
possible.

Such techniques can be used to find a candida
manoeuvre regardless of the shape of the forbidden
ea, it may, for example, be concave.

Since a possible manoeuvre is considered at eve
step, the definition of conflict may be both time- an
geometry- dependent. Furthermore, since a search
a candidate manoeuvre involves just one obstacle a
craft, only ‘1 against 1’ conflict checks are needed. ‘
against 1’ conflict checks are much cheaper, compu
tionally, than ‘1 against n’ conflict checks, so that can
didate manoeuvres can be found efficiently.

2.5 Finding the Turning Point on a Candidate
Manoeuvre

To avoid the forbidden area the manoeuvred a
craft should continue on the candidate manoeuvre
least until a time corresponding to the tangent poin
Having begun to avoid the forbidden area, the manoe
vred aircraft may turn again.

If the candidate manoeuvre is found by taking su
cessive heading steps away from an initial manoeuv
as described in the previous section, an estimate of
tangent time is given by the average of the start a
end times of the conflict on the manoeuvre precedin
the candidate manoeuvre. If a binary search is used
find the candidate manoeuvre then the tangent time c
be found with arbitrary precision.

The tangent time is a lower bound on the time a
which the manoeuvred aircraft may turn again. In o
der to bypass the forbidden area in a single step the m
noeuvred aircraft should continue on the candida
manoeuvre at least until a time such that its preferr
manoeuvre is conflict-free with respect to the obstac
aircraft giving rise to the area. An intermediate turnin
time will result in more than one step.

The candidate manoeuvre and turning time toget
er define a turning point.

2.6 Avoiding Manoeuvres

The term ‘avoiding manoeuvre’ is given to a cand
date manoeuvre which is conflict-free with respect t

Fig. 5: Finding A Candidate Manoeuvre

An initial manoeuvre

The candidate manoeuvre
to the right of
the initial manoeuvre

A search
to the right
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all other aircraft between the starting point and th
turning point. In other words, an avoiding manoeuvr
allows the manoeuvred aircraft to avoid a forbidde
area due to an obstacle aircraft and does not create c
flicts with any other obstacle aircraft before reachin
its next turning point.

In the example shown in Fig. 6, the manoeuvre
aircraft could follow the left-hand candidate manoeu
vre until the turning time without entering into con-
flict. The left-hand candidate manoeuvre and turnin
time therefore define an avoiding manoeuvre. If th
manoeuvred aircraft were to follow the right-hand can
didate manoeuvre into would enter into conflict befor
reaching the turning point. The right-hand candida
manoeuvre and turning time do not define an avoidin
manoeuvre.

2.7 Building the Set of Avoiding Manoeuvres

Beginning with the preferred manoeuvre, a conflic
check is performed considering all obstacle aircraft.
one or more conflicts are found, the earliest conflict
used to initiate two searches for avoiding manoeuvre
one search will find those avoiding manoeuvres whic
lie to the left of the preferred manoeuvre, the other wi
find those avoiding manoeuvres which lie to its righ
In other words, the problem of building the complet
set of avoiding manoeuvres is split into two sub-prob
lems.

The first step in a search for avoiding manoeuvre
is to perform a candidate manoeuvre search in the
rection associated with the avoiding manoeuv
search.

When a candidate manoeuvre is found a confli
check (‘1 against n’) is performed throughout the re
olution time-interval (i.e.up toandbeyond the turning
time).

If no conflicts are found, or none begin before th
turning time, then the candidate manoeuvre is a
avoiding manoeuvre and is added to the set of avoidi
manoeuvres from the current starting point.

Whenever one or more conflicts are found on
candidate manoeuvre, the earliest conflict (that is th
conflict with the earliest start time) is used to resta

Fig. 6: An Avoiding Manoeuvre

The candidate manoeuvre

A conflict beginning after
the turning time

The left-hand
candidate manoeuvre

The right-hand
candidate manoeuvre

A conflict beginning
before the turning time
invalidates the
candidate manoeuvre

The turning point cannot
be reached without

The turning point can
be reached without

An initial manoeuvre

and turning time define an
avoiding manoeuvre

entering into conflictentering into conflict
e 5
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(recursively) one or two further searches for avoidin
manoeuvres.

If the earliest conflict ends after the turning time
the search for avoiding manoeuvres is continued in t
same direction starting from the candidate manoeuv
For example, in the case of the conflict with area 3 o
the candidate manoeuvre to the left of area 1, t
avoiding manoeuvre search will continue to the left o
that candidate manoeuvre.

If the earliest conflict ends before the turning time
then there may be avoiding manoeuvres on both sid
of the corresponding forbidden area, and so avoidi
manoeuvre searches are restarted (recursively) to b
sides of the conflict. For example, in the case of th
conflict with area 4 on the candidate manoeuvre to t
right of area 1, there may be trajectories which pa
both to the left and right of area 4 before passing to t
right of area 1, and so an avoiding manoeuvre search
initiated to the left of the candidate manoeuvre, b
bounded by the turn angle of the preferred manoeuv
and a second avoiding manoeuvre search is initiated
the right of the candidate manoeuvre, bounded by t
maximum turn angle (if one is defined).

As stated above, whenever conflicts are found on
candidate manoeuvre the earliest conflict is used to
start (recursively) one or two further searches fo
avoiding manoeuvres. In other words, the search f
avoiding manoeuvres in a range of turn angles is d
composed into one or two searches in a smaller ran
of turn angles. However, if the earliest conflict is with
an obstacle aircraft which has already been found
block the range of turn angles being searched f
avoiding manoeuvres, no further searches are star
from this conflict. For example, on checking the cand
date manoeuvre to the left of area 4, the earliest co
flict found is with area 1. Since the range of turn angle
being searched is already known to be blocked by ar
1 no further avoiding manoeuvre searches are star
from this conflict.

The search for avoiding manoeuvres continues u
til no further conflicts are found. The complete set o
avoiding manoeuvres is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7: Building the Set of Avoiding Manoeuvres

1

The left-hand
candidate manoeuvre

The right-hand
candidate manoeuvre

The earliest conflict begins

The preferred manoeuvre

2

3

The earliest conflict on
the preferred manoeuvre

4

The earliest conflict on
the left-hand candidate

The manoeuvre is a
valid avoiding manoeuvre.

manoeuvre begins
after the turning time.

The search for further
avoiding manoeuvres
is restarted to the left
of the left-hand
candidate manoeuvre.

before the turning time and
so invalidates the right-hand
candidate manoeuvre.

The conflict ends before the
turning time and so searches
for avoiding manoeuvres are
restarted on both sides of
the candidate manoeuvre.
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To simplify the preceding example, the forbidde
areas do not overlap, although the same logic is s
applicable even if areas do overlap.

It can be seen that the checking of candidate m
noeuvres for conflicts throughout the resolution time
interval (and not simply up to the turning time) may
lead to the discovery of direct manoeuvres which avo
more than one area. For example, by checking the ca
didate manoeuvre to the left of area 1 throughout th
resolution time-interval the conflict with area 3 is
found and the manoeuvre which is then found passi
to the left of area 3 also avoids area 1.

It should be noted that no computation is expende
exploring the extremities of an area such as area
which is completely hidden from the starting point b
area 1. Similarly no computation is expended explo
ing the hidden extremity of an area such as area 3. A
so, areas such as X and Y are not investigated in t
process of finding avoiding manoeuvres but are al
not relevant to the resolution process: assuming t
destination of the manoeuvred aircraft is to the top
right of the diagram there is no reason for it to be con
cerned by these areas. The process of finding avoidi
manoeuvres only ‘discovers’ relevant obstacle aircra
making it both feasible and efficient compared wit
methods which require all areas to be located befo
considering avoiding trajectories. Furthermore, th
process finds avoiding manoeuvres which avoid ove
lapping, possibly concave, forbidden areas.

In summary, this sub-algorithm finds a set o
avoiding manoeuvres which correspond to the ‘vis
ble’ extremities of those forbidden areas which wer
found to lie on candidate manoeuvres considered e
lier in the search, where ‘visible’, here, means that th
turning point can be reached by a single manoeuv
without crossing any forbidden areas. It can be thoug
of as implementing a kind of machine vision in which
the light rays conform to a given aircraft behaviou
model and what is seen is determined by the config
ration of obstacle aircraft and the given definition o
conflict.

Fig. 8: The Set of Avoiding Manoeuvres

1

2

3

4

X

Y

The preferred manoeuvre
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2.8 Constructing the Set of Conflict-Free Trajecto-
ries

The avoiding manoeuvres are branches in a tr
which has the starting point as its root. This tree is e
tended by repeating the whole process from the turni
point of each avoiding manoeuvre. (The number, po
tion and shape of forbidden areas change when view
from different turning point). A solution trajectory is a
sequence of avoiding manoeuvres from the root of t
tree to a leaf.

There may be dead-ends in the tree, that is turni
points from which no avoiding manoeuvres are foun
This can occur if a turning point for the manoeuvre
aircraft is so close to one or more forbidden areas th
there is insufficient space to turn to avoid it. Also
avoiding manoeuvres may be found where the turnin
point-time is later than the end of the resolution time
interval. If the manoeuvred aircraft were to follow
such a manoeuvre, it would still be avoiding obstac
aircraft at the end of the resolution time-interval an
would not be following a preferred manoeuvre. Th
corresponding trajectory is termed a ‘second-clas
trajectory. A ‘first-class’ trajectory is one where at th
end of the resolution time-interval the manoeuvred a
craft is following a preferred manoeuvre.

Since every avoiding manoeuvre has been found
be conflict-free, a solution trajectory, which is simply
a sequence of avoiding manoeuvres, must also be c
flict-free.

The result of the resolution process is, in genera
not one trajectory, but a set of trajectories. In an aut
mated simulation a solution trajectory can be chos
from this set in accordance with optimisation criteria
These might include distance from the destinatio
number of turns, fuel consumption, or some combin
tion of these. If the algorithm were being used to pro
vide resolution assistance a user might simply sele
his or her preferred solution.

Fig. 9: The Set of Conflict-Free Trajectories

A dead-end

A second-class trajectory

}First class trajectories
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2.9 Rubber-Banding

The algorithm as described so far finds a set of tr
jectories which is a super-set of the trajectories whic
are really of interest. Fig. 10 shows two trajectorie
which will be found by the algorithm. The left-most
trajectory includes two successive turns to the right,
pass to the right of areas 1 and 2 and is sub-optimal
least in terms of the number of manoeuvres require
compared with the right-most trajectory which passe
to the right of area 2 with a single manoeuvre. Give
that a trajectory from the first starting point must pas
to the right of area 2, area 1 does not represent a r
constraint. The left-most trajectory is not of interes
forbidden areas are only of interest when they get
the way - we are not interested in visiting them for the
own sake.

The principle of only considering trajectories
which are constrained by forbidden areas is term
‘rubber-banding’, by analogy with a rubber-band
which, when threaded between obstacles, only touch
constraining obstacles once stretched. This princip
was used in the ARC project2.

Within the GEARS algorithm the rubber-banding
principle can be applied very simply by limiting the
range of turn angles within which the search of avoid
ing manoeuvres is performed, from a given startin
point.

Considering solution trajectories consisting of ma
noeuvres of a single type, the application of rubbe
banding allows a reduction on average by half in th
number of avoiding manoeuvres found from a startin
point. For a tree of depth n, this results in a reductio
in the number of nodes in the tree by a factor of abo
2n. For long look-ahead times, which would give ris
to deep trees, application of this principle allows a
enormous reduction in the size of the tree to be co
structed. A longer discussion of rubber-banding is giv
en elsewhere.8

Fig. 10: Rubber-banding

The first starting point

The second starting point.

A more direct trajectory
which will be found by
the algorithm

Forbidden areas as seen from
the first starting point

Forbidden areas as seen from
the second starting point

The forbidden area does not
constrain the trajectory.

1

2
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2.10 Vertical and Speed Change Avoiding Manoeu-
vres

The first step in the resolution algorithm is the gen
eration of a preferred manoeuvre. In non-trivial cas
the preferred manoeuvre will bring the manoeuvre
aircraft into conflict with one or more obstacle aircraft
A set of possible modifications to the preferred ma
noeuvre is then considered. In the case of lateral re
lution, the manoeuvred aircraft turns from its curren
heading to a new heading. However, other sets of po
sible modifications, each indexed by some paramet
can be considered. For example, the manoeuvred
craft might climb or descend from its current flight lev
el to reach a new flight level or accelerate or decelera
from its current speed to reach a new speed. In all ca
a transition is made from an initial value of the index
ing parameter to a final value and the final value is the
maintained.

A candidate manoeuvre is found by increasing o
decreasing the value of the indexing parameter unti
manoeuvre is found which allows the manoeuvred a
craft to avoid the given obstacle aircraft. The trajecto
change point at which the manoeuvred aircraft may a
tempt to follow its preferred manoeuvre is then dete
mined.

The algorithm for finding avoiding manoeuvres ef
fects a search in a space defined by an indexing para
eter and time. It is applicable regardless of whether t
indexing parameter is heading, flight level or speed

2.11 Single Manoeuvre Type and Mixed Manoeu-
vre Trajectories

At successive trajectory change points avoidin
manoeuvres may be found by always considering on
a given type of modification, for example, only latera
modifications or only vertical modifications.

Alternatively, avoiding manoeuvres can be foun
by considering more than one type of modification a
each trajectory change point, for example, lateral a
vertical modifications, resulting in solution trajectorie
in which successive manoeuvres may have been o
tained by different types of modification. However, th
rubber-banding principle cannot be applied in th
case.

More than one set of possible modifications coul

Fig. 11: Sets of Possible Modifications

heading

time

flight level

time

Lateral resolution Vertical resolution Speed resolution

time

speed
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be defined for a given modification type. For example
different sets of modifications might correspond to dif
ferent rates of transition from the initial value to the fi
nal value,e.g.different rates of climb. If no acceptable
solution trajectories were found using one set of pos
ble manoeuvres the search could be repeated usin
different set.

3. Illustrations fr om Prototype

The following illustrations were created using a
prototype which performed lateral resolution. The ma
noeuvre generator assumes that aircraft perform sta
ard turnsi.e. they have a turn radius of 22.5 nautica
miles. The conflict detector implements a simple
time-dependent separation standard. Initially a sepa
tion of 5 nautical miles is required. This value grows a
30 knots to allow for uncertainty in the predicted pos
tion of each aircraft growing at 15 knots in all direc
tions, or 0.25 nautical miles per minute*. To simplify
interpretation of the illustrations all aircraft have th
same speed (360 knots) and they all have the same v
tical profile (height as a function of time).

3.1 Individual Motion Planning

The first illustration (Fig. 12) shows the current po
sitions and predicted tracks of a number of aircraf
The aircraft to be manoeuvred is the leftmost one (l
belled ‘a’) and its destination is to the right. The blac
separation disc around each aircraft has a diameter
5 nautical miles so that if two discs were to touch th
aircraft would be just separated, at the start of the re
olution period. The forbidden areas due to the obstac
aircraft at this time are shown solely in order to bette
visualise the underlying problem. The calculation o
these areas does not constitute a step in the algorith

The second illustration (Fig. 13) shows the avoid
ing manoeuvres found from the starting point. Th
search for avoiding manoeuvres uncovers only tho
forbidden areas and parts of forbidden areas which a
visible from the starting point and which lie acros
candidate manoeuvres considered earlier in the sear

The third illustration in this sequence (Fig. 14
shows the complete tree of avoiding manoeuvres co
sisting of five (first-class), conflict-free trajectories
(Forbidden areas are not shown here as their exact
sitions and shapes depend upon the turning points fro
which they are viewed). Individual planning corre
sponds well to free-flight and free-route scenarios

* An along-track error growth rate of 0.25 nautica
miles per minute is reported by Paeilli and Erzberger7.
The across-track error is approximately constant wi
a magnitude of less than 0.5 nautical miles. The sep
ration standard used here is for illustrative purpos
only and was chosen for ease of implementation. U
of the same rate of growth of error across-track a
along-track is unduly pessimistic.
e 8
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which in a given situation it is the responsibility of one
aircraft to manoeuvre in order to avoid other aircraft

Fig. 12: Forbidden Areas at Start of Resolution

Fig. 13: The Avoiding Manoeuvres from the
Starting Point

Fig. 14: The Set of Flyable, Conflict-Free
Trajectories
Pag
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3.2 Prioritized Planning

The next illustration (Fig. 15) shows the result o
applying the resolution algorithm to each of ten aircra
arranged in a circle, which would otherwise enter int
a simultaneous conflict in the centre of the circle. Th
circle has a diameter of 150 nautical miles (which co
responds to 25 minutes flying time at 360 knots). Fo
each aircraft the solution selected from the set is t
one which takes the aircraft nearest to its destination
the end of the resolution time-interval. An arbitrary or
der of priority is used: solutions are found in sequenc
going clockwise around the circle, beginning with air
craft number 1 and ending with aircraft number 10
(This situation is a good test that the algorithm cope
with overlapping forbidden areas).

The final illustration in this section (Fig. 16) shows
the predicted positions of the aircraft when they will b
most tightly packed, 12.5 minutes after the resolutio
The required separation at this time is 11.25 miles.
can be seen that the separation discs around each
craft have grown, but that none of the discs overlap

Prioritized planning corresponds well to free-fligh
and free-routing scenarios in which, in a given situa
tion, it is the responsibility of a controller to replan the
trajectories of more aircraft than one aircraft. If the a
gorithm were to be used to provide conflict resolutio
assistance to a controller, one can imagine that he
she might select from a traffic situation those aircra
whose trajectories are to be replanned and then rep
them one at a time in an order of his or her choosin

4. Computational Complexity

In discussions of computational complexity it is
customary to begin by considering worst cases. Co
sidering only a single type of modification of the pre
ferred manoeuvre, e.g. lateral-only or vertical-onl
resolution, for N forbidden areas the worst case (whe
planning trajectories for a single aircraft) arises whe

Fig. 15: Conflict-Free Trajectories for Ten Aircraft
e 9
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each forbidden area doubles the total number of so
tions so that the total computation required grows
2N. In mixed-manoeuvre resolution with m manoeu
vres avoiding each area, the total computation requir
grows as mN, i.e. exponentially. Of course the worst
case would require careful alignment and spacing
obstacle aircraft.

A number of points should be borne in mind whe
considering the efficiency of such an algorithm eithe
in air traffic control simulations or eventually opera
tionally. Firstly, the rate of growth of uncertainty in the
predicted positions of aircraft is, in practice, sufficient
ly high that there may be little value in trying to solve
a potential conflict a long time in advance: the conflic
may well not occur. Secondly, foreseeable traffic de
sities (e.g.a doubling of traffic by 2015) are such tha
the number of forbidden areas seen by the algorith
during a realistic look-ahead period is typically quit
small. In dense situations forbidden areas tend to
hidden partially or completely by other areas and ma
well overlap, the effect being to reduce the tota
number of trajectories found by the algorithm.

In the case of 10 aircraft converging on a poin
shown earlier the time taken per resolution for aircra
numbers 7 - 10 (potentially conflicting with 6 - 9 othe
aircraft) is about 6 seconds on a Unix work-station (H
9000 model 755). In the implementation of the proto
type little effort was made to minimise execution time
The performance of the resolution algorithm in term
of time taken is highly dependent on that of the conflic
detector and manoeuvre generator.

5. Use of the Algorithm in MAICA Simulations

The European Commission funded a project co
cerned with the Modelling and Analysis of the Impac
of Changes in Air Traffic Management (MAICA). As
part of this project Alcatel ISR developed the MARS
simulator (Multiple Autonomous aiRcraft Simulator)
which was then used to perform simulations, with th

Fig. 16: The Situation when the Aircraft are Most
Tightly Packed
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purpose of investigating the feasibility of autonomou
aircraft operations. The results of these simulations a
presented in full in the MAICA Final Report9. The
GEARS algorithm was used in these simulations, an
a brief overview of the performance of the resolutio
strategy is presented here.

The main underlying assumptions were that all ai
craft involved would be equipped with ADS-B (Auto-
matic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast) with
range of 150 nautical miles, capable of broadcastin
future trajectories with a look-ahead time of 10 min
utes, together with a flight management system (FM
capable of maintaining the aircraft on a given 4-dimen
sional trajectory. A potential conflict was detecte
whenever the trajectories of two aircraft (in ADS-B
range) would lead to them being separated by less th
5 nautical miles and 1000 feet. Traffic samples we
derived from current traffic with traffic levels up to
three times current peak levels.

Following detection of a conflict the resolution
strategy used in these simulations was to apply a p
posed set of Extended Flight Rules10 to designate one
of the two aircraft involved in the conflict to be respon
sible for its resolution and then to use the GEARS a
gorithm to generate a conflict-free trajectory for tha
aircraft. The key constraint of this strategy is that onl
one trajectory is modified in order to re-establish
conflict-free situation. Resolutions were performed in
stantaneously (in simulated time) within a range o
times following conflict-detection. Solution trajecto-
ries became known immediately to all aircraft in ADS
B range. A realistic aircraft model was used for ma
noeuvre generation and the rubber-banding heuris
was applied throughout.

Seventy-six simulations were performed varyin
geographical region and traffic level. A look-ahea
time of ten minutes was used and the algorithm w
used to generate mixed-manoeuvre trajectories. In s
enty-two of these simulations solution trajectorie
were always found for the designated aircraft on th
first call to the resolution algorithm (over 17,000 reso
lutions). In the four remaining simulations ten case
of missed resolutions were observed, that is, conflic
which were not solved on the first call to the algorithm
but which were solved on a subsequent simulatio
step. (Presumably other changes in the traffic situ
tion made resolution possible at a later time). One co
flict was not solved either on the first call nor on
subsequent calls. The four simulations in which anom
alous cases occurred included the core area of Euro
Ten of the eleven anomalous cases occurred in th
simulations in which the traffic level corresponded t
about three times current peak traffic levels. Durin
these three simulations alone over 17,000 resolutio
were performed, and the probability of successful re
olution on the first call exceeded 99.9% in each simu
lation. Nonetheless, the existence of anomalous ca
indicates a limitation of the resolution strategy. Evalu
e 10
ronautics and Astronautics
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ation of the resolution strategy was not the primar
goal of the MAICA project and it was not possible
within the timeframe of the project to further investi
gate these cases.

The average number of obstacle aircraft seen by t
algorithm during these simulations was typically quit
low (between one and three). The maximum number
obstacle aircraft taken into account in a resolution w
nineteen.

A further five simulations investigated the influ-
ence of a decreased look-ahead time on the numbe
conflicts detected. Three more simulations investiga
ed the consequences of differently weighted preferen
es for lateral, vertical and mixed manoeuvr
resolutions.9

6. Conclusions

A conflict resolution algorithm has been describe

• which generates a set of solution trajectories
which are necessarily conflict-free

• which is applicable with a wide range of air-
craft behaviour models (if the aircraft behav-
iour model is sufficiently realistic the solution
trajectories will be ‘flyable’).

• which is applicable with a wide range of defi-
nitions of ‘conflict’ including time- and geom-
etry-dependent definitions, allowing
uncertainty to be modelled

• which can perform several types of resolution
e.g. lateral-only, vertical-only, speed-only as
well as mixed-manoeuvre resolution

• which can be used for individual planning of
the trajectory of one aircraft

• which can be used for prioritized planning of
the trajectories of many aircraft

• and whose operation is straightforward to
understand and implement

This approach to resolution allows a decompos
tion into independent and well-known sub-problem
namely manoeuvre prediction (a very restricted for
of trajectory prediction) and conflict detection. If this
approach is adopted the focus of development shifts
the development of appropriate conflict detectors a
manoeuvre generators.

The algorithm has been used in simulations inve
tigating the feasibility of autonomous aircraft opera
tions and might be used in operational application
(ground or air-based) if, due to time or workload pres
sures, conflict-resolution assistance is required. It m
also have applications outside of air traffic control.
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